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Stepping stones create a coherent playground  
The stepping stones in the Pirates series are useful for connecting the
pirate universe with an existing playground. In this way, all the
playground equipment can become part of a larger balancing course.
The stepping stones come in four different heights, ensuring that it is
possible to design a balancing course for children of all ages. The
stepping stones are often used in games such as ‘the floor is lava’,
‘tag’ and for racing against each other. When children jump from one
stepping stone to another, it exercises their gross motor skills, balance
and coordination. The galvanized steel posts ensure a solid and
maintenance-free construction. Moreover, the stepping stones have a
non-slip surface.  

Why buy LEDON Pirates?

Developed in collaboration with children.

Can be infinitely expanded with ships, treasure islands and
suspension bridges.

Ships in many different price ranges.

Ships can be combined with play systems from LEDON’s other
theme worlds.

Unique playground in modular set-up.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Order number
LP044G: In-ground mounting
Order number
LP044G: In-ground mounting

Product dimensions (LxWxH)
23 x 23 x 60 cm
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
23 x 23 x 60 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
323 x 323 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
323 x 323 cm

Maximum fall height
60 cm
Maximum fall height
60 cm

Age recommendation
From 2 years
Age recommendation
From 2 years

Approximate installation time
2 persons 1 hour
Approximate installation time
2 persons 1 hour

Why choose LEDON:Why choose LEDON:

Danish design and productionDanish design and production

Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children
Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children

Low maintenance playgroundsLow maintenance playgrounds

Made with sustainable materialsMade with sustainable materials

EN1176 certified by TÜVEN1176 certified by TÜV

Click here to see more about the product on our website: 
https://www.ledonplay.com/product/lp044/
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